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ABSTRACT 

What happens when we draw an artefact to better understand it but also to speculate about its possibilities? What 
new stories are imagined when we merge drawn representations of seemingly unrelated objects and technologies, 
both old and new? Does the medium used to draw have an effect on its content? This position paper presents 
exercises in experimentation through artefact drawing. Presented as forms of HCl-amusement, they can potentially 
prompt the ideation of familiar artefacts as strange, through the creation of mutated forms on paper. Within the 
context of the workshop, a drawing here is understood as an artefact embodying a family of ideas and issues related 
to the object it represents, that can be used as a form of knowledge production in research through design. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The last years have seen a number of design researchers address ways in which HCI can accommodate 
experimentation, open-ended results and ambiguity [1,3,4,7,8]. Devendorf et al. [4] propose HCI-amusements as art-
inspired activities that can bring meaningful examinations and new stories, exploring what non contributions to HCI 
research might look like. Similarly, Andersen at al. [1] offer defamiliarization strategies through the production of 
forms and objects that challenge functionality. This position paper offers a contribution to such approaches, using 
artefact drawing as an exercise for exploring what might be latent yet unclear and waiting to develop. This paper 
understands a drawing as an artefact containing a family of ideas related to the object it represents, that can be used 
as a form of knowledge production in research through design. While drawings have been used in design research as 
conversational probes for eliciting dialogues with participants [17, 23], this paper focusses on the process of drawing 
as a form of research exploration and sense making. 
 
CONVERSATIONS WITH A DRAWING 
I present my experimentations with speculative drawings of artefacts, merging seemingly unrelated objects and 
technologies, both old and new. My drawings were created using watercolour, a medium historically used for 
illustrations of landscapes and botanicals, characterised by hazy and evocative strokes. I used this material initially 
because it was a quick and useful way to render pencilled drawings, but soon found that drawing directly with paint 
and brush offered an element of ambiguity that I found charming: the fluid and imprecise nature of watercolour, 
creating random movements as pigment and water moved on paper brought uncertainty and unpredictability, an 
abandonment of control over the creative process. I found that watercolour defied precision but invited narrative. 
Machines and artefacts, traditionally drawn in clean thin straight lines that reflect the rationales of manufacturing 
processes, became defamiliarized through watercolour drawing. 
Designers often use sketching as an epistemological tool [12,13] of conversation with their topic [14], manipulating 
representations of artefacts rather than the artefact itself [9]. As a designer, researcher and educator, I have come to 
appreciate drawing as a method for better understanding things, but also for speculating about their possibilities. To 
draw a camera (for example), its lines, components and curvatures enables first a consideration of its form, and later 
a template from which to stretch, exaggerate, cut or flatten its features, amalgamate parts from other artefacts, depict 
it with or in contrast with other items or environments. When drawn in watercolour, these variations became 
ambiguous mutations, diluting the boundaries where one object ended and another started. In the space between 
what was drawn and what was left out, ambiguity emerged, inviting multiple interpretations.  
 
Storytelling and defamiliarization also emerged when creating free associations between different objects, as if they 
‘spoke’ to each other [16]. What kind of kinships can be found between a vacuum cleaner and a hairdryer, and then 
between a hairdryer and a roomba, for example? 
 
For the purpose of brevity, I will first describe my drawing explorations [18,19] with one particular artefact, before 
describing drawing conversations with a drawing partner. 
 
SPECULATING WITH THE BREAST PUMP 
Through drawing, I explored the breast pump, a problematic machine that many new mothers refer to with dread 
[5,17], and that has attracted much attention in feminist HCI [2,5,10,15,21]. I drew breast pumps, many times and in 

 
 

 
Figures 1 and 2: Standing hairdryer and vacuum 
cleaner. What kind of kinships emerge when 
framed together? 



 

different forms until I felt I better understood the design. I then started to draw it merged with other artefacts, to see 
what kind of stories these amalgamations would bring.  I drew breast pumps with radios, adapting the radio dials 
and buttons to indicate milk flow, suggesting ideas about community radio to support motherhood and about 
ambience music to stimulate milk flow. I merged the breast pump with a camera, raising complex questions about 
privacy, monitored parenthood, voyeurism and intimate surveyance [11]. 
 
INVOLVING OTHERS 
While drawing can be a solitary activity of sense making that only needs to make sense to the person drawing [13], 
drawing with others can become an exercise for co-creation and for collaboratively engaging with the unknown. The 
next step in my drawing exploration was to organise drawing conversations with others. The exercise was inspired by 
the ‘so I made this thing’ correspondence between Laura Devendorf and Kristina Andersen [4] (who were in turn 
inspired by Brecht’s two exercises [20]) and by drawing activities that design educator Steve Diskin [6] used for 
helping designers ideate new forms. 
 

 
Figure 6: Instructions for ‘so I drew this artefact’. 

 
I invited industrial designer Jon Marshall [22], who often sketches in his design practice. Each of us started by 
drawing an artefact of our choice. I drew a pair of shoes and he drew a printer. The idea was to gradually draw an 
evolution from one artefact into the other. The result was that the drawings in between were strange mutations 
that invited new stories we discussed: digital shoes that could print images of the places they walked over, or 
printers that might walk, for example. The activity enabled us to appreciate our differences in approach and in 
thinking through drawing, but also to share the strangeness we encountered in the drawings in between his and 
mine. We engaged in creative conversations about revised functionalities in the artefacts we drew and about 
potential artefacts these could be developed into. 
This exercise is a work-in-progress and I am currently organising drawing conversations with a diversity of 
researchers/designers from various backgrounds and with different skills. I am also organising a workshop with 
larger groups. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Figures 3,4 and 5: Breastfeeding pump variations 



 

 
 

  
Figures 10 to 13: Evolving drawings  
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
The exercises presented here are open-ended activities aimed at provoking critical reflection and an 
engagement with ambiguity and playfulness. It is my hope that designers and researchers working in HCI can 
find in these activities meaningful ways to re-examine machines and technologies, both old and new, and 
speculate about potentially new ways in which artefacts can be conceptualised. Understood as a conversation, 
either between the drawing and the person drawing, between two or more people drawing together,  or used 
as conversational probes, drawing can serve as a form of engagement with speculative thinking, 
defamiliarization and subjective interpretation in research through design. 
 

 

 
Figure 7: Conversations through drawing 
 

 
 

 
Figures 8 and 9: Our initial drawings 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figures 14 and 15: Our final drawings 
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